
 

 

 

 

The governments of this planet are feverishly beginning a sweeping effort of 

censoring all and any non-pro government Internet content off the Internet. So, 

this truth and knowledge may soon be gone. Before that moment, l offer what l 

  wish to consider a condensed type of Human Being Handbook of Truth.
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Alarm Clock 
 

The Bottom Line 

If you are reading this and are a Human Being living on planet earth, you have been deceived and lied to 

ever since leaving your mother's womb. Albeit, it takes a while to learn this as I am just over 50 years 

young.  Nonetheless, I was able to self-learn everything I am about to share with you now, in about 10 

years of daily research and drilling down "rabbit holes" of available knowledge made up of witness, 

participant, whistleblower, detector, and deathbed testimony, currently available on the Internet or--- 

better stated---as of 2015, was available on the internet. The governments of this planet are feverishly 

beginning a sweeping effort of censoring all and any non-pro government Internet content off the 

Internet. So, this truth and knowledge may soon be gone. Before that moment, l offer what l wish to 

consider a condensed type of Human Being Handbook of Truth. 

The Two Handicaps of Human Beings 
In the beginning, and today. . . all human beings on Planet Earth are born with two distinct and decisive 

disadvantages. The race of beings that control this planet do not suffer from these disadvantages. The 

first is a purposeful lack of genetic memory. The second is a programmed short life cycle. Genetic 

memory is where a sentient life being is born into a physical form with all the memory of its past 

ancestral lives.  

Normal Human Being life cycles on Planet Earth come forth {are born] with no conscious memory of 

past incarnations or lineage via a full memorywipe. We [Human Beings) are for the most part {99%+} 

(always exceptions to everything) infinite life forms (spirits aka souls) caught in a mechanical trap. The 

trap consists of mechanically capturing our souls by the use of a frequency device that channels / directs 

our ‘after physical’ life path. The Controllers foretell us to expect it both in television, movies and 

spoken word. It is better known as post deathtravel towards the "light". 

The Controllers’ light path technology is millions of years old, tried and true; and in use throughout this 

life rich universe. it works exceeding well because we have no genetic memory. Our race is gifted with 

being a nice little combination of many DNA composites formed from many other sentient races (we are 

GMO) however, at physical death those that "follow the light" are mind wiped and placed in a holding 

facility pending re-release back to earth. Properly understood, no one would call it heaven. Obviously, 

heaven is how it is packaged and sold to us so as to eliminate wholesale resistance from the light path.  

To bring this part to a quick summary end point, at your physical death do not go towards the light. 

Those that exercise this option will avoid the prison cycle of controlled earth: live, die, mind wipe, 

return. Where does your spirit (soul) infinite life being go if you do not travel towards the light? 

You ascend to a higher form of spiritual life, one that you now will be able to keep all your memories 

and have a say in your next incarnationand destination. BTW, this concept is also foretold, but mostly by 

monks limited to small inclement mountaintops so this knowledge really doesn't get out much. 
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The second distinct and decisive disadvantage is shortened lives. Our Controllers have life spans of 

thousands of {earth} years. This alone renders us hard to compete. But alas, as Malcolm so wisely stated 

in Jurassic Park “life finds a way". Look at you now. To learn, to understand, to know is a wildly powerful 

weapon. In fact, science and their weapons and devices aside, the most powerful force in the universe is 

knowledge and understanding. With this reading, you now have a leg up on your fellow man and the 

Controllers, do something about it, do something very human — share it. 

It has been told in various contexts that a fellow, Methuselah, lived almost a thousand years. Our DNA 

will clearly allow that today. However, it is not in the best interests of herding so here come the toxins. 

Toxins are in everything and everywhere - our air, our water, our food and our conscious thoughts 

{media). Toxins are tools carefully and artfully controlled with a Controller's slide ruler so that the 

Controllers sustain their maximum benefit of our life cycle without disrupting their position of power. 

The longer we live the more we wake up . It can't be helped. 

Now comes Disclosure Royale 
All the world's religions are a ruse. One of the greatest falsehoods perpetrated on Human Beings on 

Earth by the Controllers is the externalization of God. All life forms have what is better known as the 

'God spark’. God is not hovering just above the clouds or in the stars above our heads, he/she/or it is 

within you and within all of us. This misdirection has been carefully and well-crafted to achieve a desired 

result for the predominant ruling race of non-earthy beings that currently and for thousands of years 

have been controlling Human Being lives, knowledge and events on our precious planet Earth. Ergo, I 

give you the Controllers. 

Guess what, it has been an off the charts success. But why not, it is the same methodology they have 

used on numerous planets many times. We Human Beings have to give them an A+ for effort for look at 

the world where 99% of us live which is hugely divided by religion. (The other 1% of Human Beings live 

off Earth thanks to our Secret Space Program, which is at least 10,000 years ahead of the science 

allowed in our universities.) We live in a world with a breakaway Human Being society component and 

they don't share well. 

The oldest strategy of winning a war is to divide and conquer. And yes, today, we Human Beings are in a 

War for our very existence. The controlling non- human race has successfully planted an ever so slight 

sprinkling of truths in every religion so as to be able to sell the rest of their added content to our 

unsuspecting masses of humanity as whole cloth absolute truths, packaged and bundled with care to 

manifest division amongst us, Human Beings. By so doing, they have created an all but invisible reason 

for Human Beings to kill, maim and torture their kindred Human Beings. If us Human Beings are out the 

door programmed to kill each otherthen what do the non-human controllers have to worry about  

nothing whatsoever.  

A perfect example of a sprinkling of truth in the context of religion is ‘God hears all prayers’. That is true, 

but only if it is spoken — verbalized— out loud. The frequencies of speech are picked up by your internal 

God spark and understood. Thereby resonating with your soul, etheric  body, spiritual body, physical 
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body and God all at once. Simple thoughts don t do it. That's why it is said that God hears all prayers. A 

small, important, and all but fully disguised truth, which is then expanded into volumes of rhetoric and a 

great little way to separate you from your money and monetize the Controllers‘ Churches. There is no 

greater conduit to God than that which is within yourself. 

Here is another truth disclosure in the category of religion. The Human Being breakaway society has the 

technical knowhow to duplicate all of Jesus' miracles today and has had this wherewithal for at least the 

past 65 years. On the other hand, the Controllers have had this technology for millennia (e.g. Walking on 

water— antigravity; replication of a breadloaf— 3D printing and beam delivery; disease and health 

issues -frequencies within nanotechnology; appearance of death and resurrection — stasis and 

regeneration,_etc.), which is all to say that each of us have the same divinity in us as Jesus had. 

 So be and do as Jesus would do himself, and worry not about performing miracles that would wow the 

crowds. Your learning and understanding of this information should be considered a miracle all by itself. 

Now go forth and do as Jesus would do to and for all Human Beings and witness the miracles that spring 

forth, sleight of hand technological tricks not included or necessary. 

The oldest strategy of winning a war is to divide and conquer. And yes, today us Human Beings are in a 

war for our very existence. The controlling non- human race has successfully planted an ever so slight 

sprinkling of truths in everyday life so as to be able to sell it to our unsuspecting masses of humanity as 

whole cloth meaningful truths. 

Take the divisive seeds of skin color. Rather than us Human Beings celebrating the wonder and man/el 

of black, white, yellow, red and brown skin colors in our Human Family of Beings, we are programmed 

from birth to mistrust and ridicule different skin colors.  

lt's crazy. It has been packaged and bundled with care to manifest division among us Human Beings. By 

so doing, they have created an all but invisible reason for Human Beings to kill, maim and torture their 

kindred Human Beings. if us Human Beings are out the door programmed to kill each other, then what 

do the non-human controllers have to worry about?  Nothing whatsoever. 

Disclosure: Otherworldly Races 
Before l leave this disclosure topic, you should know that most of the otherworldly races in our known 

universe do not have skin color variances. Again, if you were so inclined to do the research, you would 

learn that there are so many other highly civilized races populating the universe that the number of 

which defies counting. 

 ln addition to the Controllers, we have always had the intermittent interest of about 150 or more non-

earthy races, which frequent our earthy population from time to time, sometimes for centuries and 

millenniums at a time. Our differences, special DNA attributes (a mix of "12 different alien races) and 

earthly mineral resources attract them. 
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Just for an example, our main controllers are the Reptilian and Anunnaki races, who share the bounty of 

our planet in a long-standing détente'. Reptilians have the same basic skin color as were had by the 

dinosaurs and as present day alligators have today and the Anunnaki are for the most part pasty grey-

white. 

 Properly understood, our skin color variance is (good) special in this universe. Certainly nothing that 

Human Beings should use as a reason to kill other Human Beings for, and yet that is what the Controllers 

have desired and programmed us Human Beings to do over the span of shown history, [not known 

history}. 

 For those who wish to learn more than what is shown on tell-lie-vision or in the Controllers’ published 

“his story" history books, go on the lnternet and dig around.  

Divide and Conquer 
The oldest strategy of winning a war is to divide and conquer. And yes,  today, we Human Beings are in a 

war for our very existence. The controlling non- human race has successfully planted an ever so slight 

sprinkling of truths in everyday life so as to be able to sell it to our unsuspecting masses of humanity as 

whole cloth meaningful truths. 

Take the divisive seeds of language, a true Hallmark of separation. Rather than we Human Beings 

speaking one language known and understood by all Human Beings, the controllers carefully and 

skillfully created the many languages spoken on planet Earth.  

It could have been just one, (that) most non-earthy beings speak (telepathically) a single language 

unique to their race, but the controllers can better sow the seeds of misunderstanding and mistrust 

between Human Beings by changing the spoken words, articulations and meanings.  

We are programmed from birth to mistrust and ridicule different language speaking Human Beings 

simply because Human Beings speak a separate, different, not easy to understand, language. This is one 

of the Controllers‘ finest subliminal means of divisiveness. It's crazy. it has been packaged and bundled 

with care to manifest division among us 

Human Beings. By so doing, they have created an all but invisible reason for Human Beings to kill, maim 

and torture their kindred Human Beings. If we Human Beings are out the door programmed to kill each 

other then what do the non-human controllers have to worry about nothing whatsoever. 

The oldest strategy of winning a war is to divide and conquer. And yes, today, we Human Beings are in a 

war for our very existence. The controlling non- human race has successfully planted an ever so slight 

sprinkling of truths in everyday life so as to be able to sell it to our unsuspecting masses of humanity as 

whole cloth meaningful truths. 

Take the divisive seeds of money (mono eye, drop the last vowels]. It ties rather nicely to the pyramid 

eye picture on American currency, doesn't it? Rather than we Human Beings cultivating and sharing the 

bounties of mother Earth, the controllers carefully and skillfully created the many, many, many divisions 
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of money wealth. It was never necessary to introduce money. None of the higher evolved forms of 

civilization use money.  

Money is only introduced on certain worlds to create the most evil and darkest seeds of divisiveness for 

the sole and exclusive purpose of population control. This is the mother lode of all unnecessary human 

suffering. We are programmed from birth to mistrust and ridicule different statuses of wealth. This is 

another one of the controllers’ finest subiiminal means of divisiveness.  

lt's crazy. It has been packaged and bundled with care to manifest division among us ,Human Beings. By 

so doing, they have created an all but invisible reason (greed) for Human Beings to kill, maim and torture 

their kindred Human Beings. If we Human Beings are out the door programmed to kill each other then 

what do the non-human controllers have to worry about nothing whatsoever. 

The oldest strategy of winning a war is to divide and conquer. And yes, today us Human Beings are in a 

war for our very existence. The controlling n0n- human race has successfully planted an ever so slight 

sprinkling of truths in everyday life so as to be able to sell it to our unsuspecting masses of humanity as 

whole cioth meaningful truths. 

Take the divisive seeds of sex. Rather than us Human Beings enjoying  our male and female sex 

simplicities and grandeur, the controllers have carefully and skillfully created the many aberrant sexual 

orientations existing today. Whereas free will and choice cannot be overlooked or marginalized, the 

burgeoning populations of radical homosexuals are the direct result of weaponized pheromones more 

than any other single factor.  

The Controllers’ government puppets have been spraying weaponized pheromones in the air, placing 

them in and contaminating the food and water supply with them for the entire time any one of us now 

alive has been alive.  

Then take the slightly uneven applications of divorce laws. After tell-lie-vision and magazines set out 

superficial perfections of beauty and desirability many succumb to chasing the media's elixirs of beauty 

and desirability. When marriages break up because reality is not "as advertised", the law pits man 

against woman. By pre-loading a slight imbalance of female favoritism therein, they have successfully 

created the seeds of misunderstanding and mistrust  between Human Beings once again.  

This is one of the Controllers’ most obvious subliminal means of divisiveness. lt’s crazy. It has been 

packaged and bundled with care to manifest division among us Human Beings. By so doing, they have 

created an all but invisible reason for Human Beings to kill, maim and torture their kindred Human 

Beings. If us Human Beings are out the door programmed to destroy each other then what do the non-

human controllers have to worry about?  

Nothing whatsoever. 

I could go on for days giving recognition to the controllers’ inlayed divisive methods, but by now you get 

the point. Now for the why of it all - 
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Our non-human controllers have one huge, major difference from us, Human Beings, namely how they 

embrace and experience joy. Human Beings swell and experience joy from our most basic Human Being 

activities (e.g. having children, being around friends and loved ones, watching a beautiful sun rise or 

sunset at the ocean’s edge, etc.). The Controllers experience joy and a form of sustenance from Human 

Beings death by murder, genocide, destruction, violence and mayhem as well as Human Being 

emotional fear and physical pain.  

In fact, there is a frequency net surrounding and blanketing our planet that acts like an antenna which 

picks up our Human chorus of fear, hurt, pain and suffering that then synthesizes it for their  

consumption. It is best described, as ‘needed’ nutritional foodstuff for their race. As horrible and 

malevolent as these revelations are to those first hearing or understanding them, it is nonetheless true 

and the basis for all the wars throughout anybody’s version of history. 

 Ask yourself why there is no end to media fear porn and government / territorial wars. Yes, in large part 

it is the greed of the sold soul Human Beings, but they are just the props and scapegoats for the hidden 

reason. lt’s food for our Controllers. The Reptilian’s refer to this foodstuff as Loosh. 

Consider any non-military encounter you have with your fellow Human Beings at work or at play. Do you 

perceive that they would relish starting a war with you? Do you as a Human Being wake up every 

morning wishing to kill, maim or torture other Human Beings just because it is a new day? The answer of 

the entire Human race is no, of course not.  

However, for those who do feel that way, it is clear that they are no longer Human Beings. For they have 

been successfully programmed by the Controllers’ puppet governments and media outlets to lose 

connection with their humanity via an overlapping combinations of drugs, mind control or tons of pure 

evil money to desensitize themselves to do the work of the Controllers against the best interests of their 

own race {i.e. Human Beings}. Absent our Controllers’ insidious incentive packaging and corruption, 

there would be no wars or  inhumanity against Human Beings on planet Earth.  

Now that you have been given the completely oversimplified facts of the who, what and why of what is 

going on here and now, it’s only fair to give out the answer as to what can little ole‘ me do about a 

rather successful, fully implemented, thousands of years old, off world implementation of almost 

absolute complete control over our Human Being population.  

Ten Things You Can Do 
Moses had his Ten Commandments, here is my recipe for winning the current war against the off world 

controllers of mankind in pretty short order. 

1. Turn off the tell—lie-vision. It is the greatest disinformation and distraction device ever devised. lf you 

doubt one word or concept in this offering of truth, your programming serves the Controllers well. 

2. Stop buying and reading large circulation magazines and newspapers. They set forth the Controllers’ 

agendas. They disarm your independent reasoning and are calculated to breed jealously, anxiety, worry 
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and fear. All subliminally mixed together under the guise of pretty people, landscapes and colors; 

designed to appear as nothing more than a little mindless distraction. 

3. The age of blind obedience is rapidly coming to an unceremonious end. Everyone who has a member 

of their family who is a policeman or soldier:  give them this article and  encourage them to not shoot, 

kill  or maim other Human Beings. 

 If they want to take advantage of their special skill set, compliments of our Controllers, have them 

shoot the individual that tells them to shoot their fellow Human Beings. You will be surprised just how 

quickly only the right beings (non-humans/sold soul humans) will disappear, and /or the orders for 

Human Beings to kill Human Beings will stop.  

Make no mistake, the Controllers have the technology to take human form but that alone does not a 

Human Being make. The non-humans or sold soul humans are very easily identified by their blood lust. 

As so long as no awakened Human Being kills any other Human Being then it will be a record short war 

and we Humans will take back our precious, beautiful world. 

4. Believe nothing, not that anyone does, said or spoken by any government official or press release. 

Everything said, printed or disseminated by the world's present governments is a lie to disarm and 

misdirect our Human Being minds.  

We all know right from wrong. Do not let the greed and evil of those in government sway one more 

Human thought off course for one more single day. 

5. Do not drink the water. Your government has neatly arranged a subtle cocktail of slow acting poisons 

therein to retard your health and thoughts all at your expense. Making you slow, dumb and unhealthy 

paves the way for you to be paved under. Seek out water from sources of ground / spring water far 

away from frackihg operations which can be bottled and transported in glass, non-plastic 

(contaminated) packaging. Drink only out of glass bottles and glasses, nothing plastic. 

If the government says it safe, then you can take it to the bank that it is not safe. By so doing, you will 

feel better, foster less disease and infirmaries and take your money/wealth out of the hands of the non-

humans or sold souls that wish you harm. 

6. Do not eat the food contaminated by Monsanto, DuPont or any of their competitors. it is all poison, 

aibeit slow acting, but poison nonetheless. Use your buying power to only buy foodstuffs that are 

truthfully organic. You will feel better, foster less disease and infirmaties and take your money/wealth 

out of the hands of the non-humans or sold souls that wish to harm you. 

7. Do not go outside any more than absolutely necessary during those days you look up and see the 

government/Controllers spraying toxic poisons and chemicals into your air supply/lungs. The white lines 

that spread out into thin white hoverings in the sky are not clouds.  Keep your car's recirculate option 

engaged at all times and windows closed especially during spray days. 
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8. This may be the single toughest item of them all, but nonetheless essential to our personal and group 

Human victory over the Controllers: STOP medical doctors {MDs] recommended pharmaceutical courses 

of action. Naturopathy is sufficient to cure virtually every Human illness. 

At the turn of the 20"‘ Century, Mr. Rockefeller single handedly took over the Controllers’ dogma of the 

physician-healing concept and bastardized it. No part of modern AMA medicine is designed to heal. 

Everything in modern medicine is and has been owned for a hundred years plus by the Rockefellers. 

They own the medical schools, the  medical textbook publishing companies, the hospitals, the medical 

associations and worse, the pharmaceutical industry.  

While the pill you just took masks the symptoms of your complaint, the side effects are adversely 

affecting other essential parts of your body so as to diminish your overall health and immune system. 

The Controllers’ victory is not made of an HG Wells, War of the Worlds spaceship drop down. It is made 

up of a quiet war with silent weapons so nobody knows, or even objects to their choreographed Human 

Being life-shortening slaughter. 

Impressive huh? 

9. Although not completely separate from the above item, do not allow any government or health 

industry vaccine to pierce your skin or your children's skin. They contain mind and health altering 

substances that again are a full on assault to your health and well-being. This also applies to letting the 

government place a computer chip in your body. 

Generally, there is no natural disease that your immune system cannot ultimately overcome. You might 

get sick, but you will thereafter live with built up natural immunities. The man made toxin blends in 

vaccines are not natural occurring and oft times do nothing but shorten life and compromise the quality 

of what life remains.  

The Controllers cannot take a final victory lap unless and until the whole Human Being population is fully 

injected, infected, impaired, dumbed down and docile. Think of government chip implants as your 

government’s way to install a convenient on/off switch for your life. Do not make it easy for them. 

10. Reverse the programming trend to not know your neighbors. Meet them; tell them we are in a war 

for Human existence even though it will not be broadcast on Entertainment Tonight or any tell-lie-vision 

Network News. Give them a copy of this article.  

Encourage them, as well as yourself, to research the last remaining tenants of information on the-soon 

to-be-censored Internet. If you and your neighbors are not watching tell-lie-vision, reading standard 

newspapers and magazines, then no government distraction or disinformation can dissuade you from 

your discovery of the truth on your own.  

Trust the old adage, that truth is stranger than fiction and enjoy the euphoria that comes from 

knowledge. You will never be bored again. Seek it out daily as I have and you will never miss your tell—

lie-vision for one moment. If you replace the highly rated screaming housewives and dancing with the 
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scars with whistleblower testimony, controller work force defectors and deathbed confessions of secret 

shadow government workers, it will be hard to find time to go to work. You will want more and more.  

Hey, it’s still out there on the web today. There is no end to the truth, only artificial psychological 

barriers set up by the Controllers well-oiled programming. 

I believe that if we all act in these simple personal ways to counter the evil and harm that is being 

perpetrated on mankind on a daily basis; our race of Human Beings on planet Earth will have a real 

chance to create Heaven on Earth. Further you and your ancestors will once again learn to recognize and 

reject the blood lust of evil from a mile away, never to let it coil its serpent's tail around our planet and 

race again. 

Love, Goodness, Peace, Knowledge and Victory to all Human Beings- 

from a fellow Human Being. 


